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Abstract—While tremendous growing mobile apps offer users rich services and functionalities, they also bring significant performance

and energy issues. Code sharing is promising to address these issues, but existing application-level code sharing is rather restrictive.

This paper develops the a transparent machine code sharing for mobile devices, and presents its design, implementation, and

deployment. SnapCode enables machine code sharing across a wide variety of commercial off-the-shelf Android devices. By sharing

and running machine code, SnapCode can offer significant speed-ups: an average speed-up of 9.9X for one-time trial apps, and up to

120X in apps’ regular uses. In addition, it can save more than 80 percent energy consumption.

Index Terms—Mobile computing, binary code sharing, system performance
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1 INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATION. The number of mobile apps has grown tre-
mendously since the launch of app markets. Till June

2016, more than 2 million apps are available on both Google
Play and Apple App Store. While the apps provide with rich
services and attractive functions, users suffer from onerous
system-on-chip (SoC) workloads and frequent data
exchanges, which may lead to unexpected battery drain,
undesirable data redundancy, and intolerable long service
latency [1]. Although the performance issues are well
known, there are only a few efforts to address it recently,
among which the most promising philosophy is called code
offloading. For example, Google Now and Nextbit Robin [2]
have been offloading the workloads from end-user devices
to their infrastructure servers. CloneCloud [3], COMET [4]
and OGSI.NET [5] report the effect of code offloading on
representative apps. Nevertheless, competition in today’s
mobile markets has led to numerous “walled-gardens”,
where developers build their own suites of applications that
keep users within their ecosystems. Specifically, let’s con-
sider the YouTube app on Android platform, it can on aver-
age cost as many as 38 seconds to finish an installation or
upgrade process on a Samsung S5 LTE-A smartphone
(see Fig. 4). This essentially hinders the wide adoption of the
state-of-the-art application-specific code offloading.

An alternative approach is to transparently intercept
and optimize mobile computing across heterogeneous
apps at the underlying OS layer, i.e., sharing machine codes.
Although some examples using machine codes for cross-
application optimization already exist over desktops [6],
[7], [8], little is known about their feasibility and perfor-
mance on mobile platforms as it is extremely challenging
to address issues in both Java and native code compila-
tion, i.e., runtime parameters passing and SoC’s instruc-
tion set compatibility [9].

Our Approach. In this paper, we explore the potential and
possibility of mobile machine code sharing, and present the
design, implementation, and deployment experiences with
SnapCode, a lightweight and flexible framework similar to
Contiki [10] for heterogeneous Android devices. Fig. 1
sketches the main idea of SnapCode, where the ecosyste-
matic issue and inefficient steps at application layer are
avoided or mitigated by shifting the code sharing to the OS
layer. In this way, we bridge machine codes on the cloud
with workload over SoC, and enable any peer to incremen-
tally download and run them directly. To maximize the
benefits of mobile code execution, we target at not only low
latency and minimum energy cost, but also efficient man-
agement of local user data [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. By trans-
ferring user data to private cloud, SnapCode can achieve a
clean use, i.e., no residual user data. In practice, by using
SnapCode, mobile users can obtain up to 9.9X speed-up for
one-time trial apps and 120X in apps’ regular uses while
saving as much as 80 percent battery life. Thus, there brings
a significant and promising optimization, as Section 6
elaborates.

Through both experimental benchmarks and trace-
driven measurements (Table 2), we find that compiling
application codes into machine codes incurs 83 percent of
time and 69 percent of energy overheads, while 86.5 percent
of compilation are just for one-time trial app uses. In
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addition, more than 10 percent of mobile users are using the
same most popular 20 apps (see Fig. 3). These findings dem-
onstrate the great potential of sharing machine codes within
the mobile device community, and inspire us to let a small
number of Android devices generate input-to-execute bitco-
des (machine codes), which are further shared by most
peers and processed on their own SoC as native methods.

While SnapCode can bring dramatic experience improve-
ments to Android community, its implementation may still
face the instruction compatibility issue across diverse SoCs.
Fortunately, ARM and Intel takes almost all market share in
mobile processors [16], [17]. We deploy SnapCode atop a
variety of mainstream Android devices including Samsung
S3, S4, S5; LG Nexus 5; Moto Nexus 6 and 360 smartwatch;
HUAWEI Nexus 6P and smartwatch to comprehensively
evaluate the feasibility of our proposed design. As expected,
via identifying the same instruction set with OS interface
(Section 3), machine codes can be shared across heteroge-
neous Android platforms (Section 6.2), thus indicating the
promising future of SnapCode. Moreover, we investigate
the possibility of integrating the SnapCode framework into
Android by partially re-compiling the AOSP project [18],
which frees the users from the requirements of super-user
(ROOT) privileges. In addition, a series of lightweight meth-
ods are leveraged to deal with other security vulnerabilities.

Specifically, in designing an efficient and compatible
framework for Android machine code sharing, SnapCode
targets four key goals:

1. We want to benefit users with significantly enhanced
experiences, including lower latency, less energy
overhead, and easy management of user data.

2. Machine code sharing could in principle address the
compatibility issues causedby heterogeneousAndroid
platforms, e.g., machine codes shared by a Sumsung
Galaxy S5 can directly run on aMoto 360watch.

3. We wish our design can be implemented within the
scope of existing infrastructure and techniques, thus
requiring minimum engineering efforts from
developers.

4. Our design must provide users with comprehensive
security protection by taking all potential vulnerabil-
ities into consideration.

By sharing machine codes over existing Android ART
mechanism, our evaluation shows that SnapCode can
achieve a speed-ups of 9:9X for app install on new devices
(i.e., do not have the app), 120X speed-ups comparing with

default app launch (i.e., with reusable objects), and reduce
over 80 percent battery life against with existing approaches.

Contributions and Roadmap:

� Identifying key challenges in building a machine code
sharing system for mobile community (Section 2).

� Design and implementation of SnapCode, built on key
goals to address the challenges (Sections 3, 4, and 5).

� Real-world and trace-driven evaluation that demon-
strates substantial improvement by SnapCode
(Section 6).

� Using practical features to shape potential perfor-
mance especially in vulnerable environments
(Section 7).

2 BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGES

This section analyzes common problems caused by today’s
mobile app uses (Section 2.1). We close this section by elabo-
rating on the challenges of our work (Section 2.2).

2.1 Background and Data Analysis

The past decade has witnessed a tremendous advance in
mobile computing. A lot of efforts have been devoted to
improve both mobile devices and the computing paradigm,
but we still face many challenges to satisfy users’ increasing
demands for ideal app use experience. To explore the nega-
tive aspects, we analyze app use data of app requests over
mobile HTTP traffic from 90,128 Baidu Security app [19]
users,1 which was recently collected from a major mobile
Internet service provider of China, i.e., Baidu Inc. (Table 1).
Indeed, Fig. 3 further demonstrates our statistics with the
collected data, and find only 37 apps are considered as pop-
ular for more than 10 percent users installed those apps.

By replaying (i.e., re-request) the 37 app from Baidu Secu-
rity server on a Samsung S5 LTE-A smartphone with all user
records,2 Fig. 2 summaries two key drawbacks requiring
urgent optimization for user experience: (1) as shown in
Fig. 2a, there is a prominently energy cost for experiencing
apps (up to 13 percent battery life on average); (2) as shown
in Fig. 2b, mobile OS, e.g., Android, can not remove all user-
related files, often leaving device with increasing user data
(up to 112 MB/day on average). In addition, Fig. 2c explores
users’ behavior characteristics as: on average, a user can
daily consume 10 MB cellular data for installing or updating
the 37 popular mobile apps. Such app uses account for more
than 86.5 percent traffic excluding multimedia contents,

Fig. 1. Main idea of SnapCode: shifting the code sharing from the appli-
cation layer to the OS layer to achieve a fast, clean and energy-saving
experience, which brings transparent architecture innovation to users.

TABLE 1
Data Collection from Baidu Inc.

Collection period 11/17/2014, 12/11-12/12 2014, 07/23-07/22/ 2015

Unique users 90128 Total requests 3000M

Total off-the-shelf apps 343 Common apps of the users 37

HTTP traffic record size 330.2 GB

1. We randomly invited volunteers from � 100M existing mobile
users of the company and obtained informed consent from them by
prominently informing them that full traces of their cellular traffic
would be collected and analyzed.

2. In practice, mobile users often hold diverse devices, which can
result in non-standard cellular data and energy measurements.
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which means in most cases users often make one-time trial
decisions easily. These facts show that most energy, storage,
traffic and computation are inefficient, and thus leave us a
room to improve the mobile computing paradigm and opti-
mize on-the-go user experience.

2.2 Challenges

The demands for better user experience call for both aca-
demic and industrial studies on improving computing para-
digm, especially in mobile environment.

Root Cause. As analyzed, we reveal the root causes of
nowaday’s mobile apps’ poor performance as: 1) high
latency and huge energy overhead; 2) increasing user data
and non-trivial cost for either maintenance, namely installa-
tion and version updating, or secure protection.

Less Pain, But “Walled-Garden” in Ecosystem. Code offload-
ing has grown in popularity with the advent of cloud com-
puting, e.g., Nextbit Robin [2], where many low-powered,
well-connected computing elements could benefit from the
computation of nearby server-class machines [3], [4], [20],
[21]. We further explore the benefits of shifting from native
execution to code offloading paradigm by measuring ser-
vice latencies, including both loading and execution time,
and energy cost for trying three popular apps more than 50
runs on three models of Samsung smartphones. Fig. 4
shows the relative speed-up factor (latency improvement)
and energy cost of Cloud app and Off-loaded app thread
codes with WiFi.3 By offloading YouTube, the latency miti-
gates from 38s to 10s over a Google onHub with 802.11ac
channel, which brings significant reductions to both latency
and energy. Although promising to mitigate users’ pain, the
existing offloading methods are tailored for OS-specific
application layer where the heterogeneity severely hinders
the wide adoption of existing code offloading to commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) mobile devices. For example, although
using the same OS kernel, the Samsung Pay app’s code can-
not be offloaded and processed to other Android platforms
on the application layer.

Towards Better User Data Managing, But Can be Exhausted.
Cloud app gives an insight to provide centralized mainte-
nancewhere user-related files are cached on cloud, which can
lead to no local user data. In practice, users subscribe to cloud
services, download applications from cloud server, and then
associated data with cloud storage, e.g., content servers [22].
Nevertheless, as code should be first compiled then can be
run, obtaining apps from cloud often incurs higher latency

and energy overheads than using code offloading. For exam-
ple, we see that with better hardware support, e.g., the You-
Tube cases of S5 and S3 in Fig. 4, cloud app costs more latency
(11 s) and energy (65 J). Thus, the overhead can be still
exhausted formobile users and urge for improvement.

Opportunity. Together, the above issues demonstrate the
insufficiency of today’s computing paradigm at the appli-
cation layer, and motivate us to dig deeper in the OS layer
for better solution, where the ecosystematic issues are
avoided or mitigated. We observe that, most Android
community can be powered by machine code program-
ming as they use the same SoC instructions [17]. Intui-
tively, this is the bottom level for program optimization
and also where the highest gains are possible [23]. Such
executable and “snap” code, i.e., powerful for execution
while free of “walled-garden”, drive us to explore whether
it is possible to share machine codes among COTS mobile
devices over existing infrastructure, e.g., content distribu-
tion network (CDN). In Fig. 4, we further evaluate how
exactly the “snap” code benefits users in contrast to either
cloud app or code offloading. We observe a dramatic bene-
fit of 19.07X speed-up relative to cloud app, also a more
than 4s latency reduction and over 9 percent energy saving
compared to off-loaded cases.

Guided by these findings, we provide SnapCode design
to achieve the computing paradigm at OS layer.

3 INTUITIONS BEHIND SNAPCODE

This section presents our domain specific insights which
help us achieve the aforementioned design. The first insight
is that running machine codes directly can bring significant
benefits. To maximize the optimization, we leverage the sec-
ond insight that it is possible to share most machine codes
with the same instruction set. We conclude this section by
highlighting two outstanding issues in translating these
insights into a practical system.

Insight 1. Using machine codes for optimization in frequent app
update behaviors.

Today’s mobile app demands frequent updates to catch
up with better user experience or address potential risks for

Fig. 3. Usage of traced apps within our dataset.

Fig. 2. Measurements of daily energy cost, local user data increment, and network traffic flow usage in experiencing the most popular 37 apps. While
in most cases, users tend to try app likely.

3. The experiment results are referred to apps’ downloading, com-
piling and launching. While the using of app is not counted here.
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security [24], which results in heavy burden on user’s data or
battery life budget. For example, Chrome requests more than
70 MB in app update. In practice, SnapCode’s machine code
offloading could be superior in such scenarios as it respec-
tively tackles compilation data (i.e., machine code) and static
resource (e.g., images) to improve system overheads. If there
are frequent app installations/upgrades, SnapCode does
consume user more traffic flow. However, it only uses 520
bytes of data flow (61.7 MB as baseline) for the follow-up
running, i.e., 8:04� 10�4% for regular uses. For new mobile
devices, Table 2 demonstrates the superior of SnapCode
comparing to default Android ART approach and existing
code offloading approaches along energy cost (64 percent
saving), initialization latency (82 percent decrease) and app
launching time (99.4 percent decrease).

Insight 2. Using machine codes for longer battery life.

As Table 2 demonstrates, both time and energy over-
heads for app use are primarily incurred by compiling origi-
nal codes into machine codes. All a device can do is to
process machine language, including genetic program-
ming [25], and all operations we conduct will be executed
as machine code in the end. Thus, machine code program-
ming is often used when there is a need for very efficient
solutions, e.g., in applications with hard constraints on exe-
cution time or memory usage [26]. By now, the most effi-
cient optimization is still done at the machine code level.
The optimization could be for speed, space, or both. Genetic
programming could be used to evolve short machine code
subroutines with complex dependencies between registers,
stack and memory. This further enables the device to get rid
of any remained data.

On this basis, SnapCode intuitively seeks to enable users
to boost app efficiency of their smartphones on-the-fly. In
addition, it promises an energy-saving and clean experience
at the same time.

Insight 3. Sharing machine codes among Android community to
maximize the benefits.

Fig. 3 demonstrates popular apps have over 10 percent
usage, i.e., more than 9,000 people own same apps. It also
gives an insight that the majority can be benefited if the
minority share their machine codes. In addition, as running
machine codes often requires additional static resources,
e.g., images and videos, to provide input-to-display compo-
nents. It asks for efficient latency when aiming at a native-
like experience [27], [28], [29]. Similar to [20], [30], Snap-
Code employs code caching strategy which generates
machine codes and static resources on cloud for future shar-
ing. Users can download them when requesting for services.

Practical issues and research questions.
There are two issues in implementing SnapCode.
RQ 1) How to extract machine codes from today’s OS?
Indeed, it is of great engineering challenge to extract

machine codes as it is strictly forbidden by modern OSes
from the application layer [31]. Fortunately, Android, the
open-source mobile operating system developed by Google,
helps us design and implement such specialized tools in the
underlying layers, e.g., userspace or OS kernel. Thus, we
demonstrate our design by taking a prototype system atop
Android as a running example, which integrates its source
code into the AOSP project (Section 5). In principle, our refer-
ence design is also applicable to other OSeswithmore indus-
trial support in the future.

RQ 2) How to identify a compatible Android device?
As aforementioned, it is crucial to verify the compatibil-

ity between machine codes and devices. To this end, Snap-
Code identifies target devices with the same runtime
parameters for a comprehensive compilation. In addition,
modern Android offer developers the System.getProp-

erty(“os.arch”) interface to verify the instruction set.
In practice, it usually returns “arch64” or “x86_64” to
identify a 64 bit ARM/Intel architecture. In very rare cases,
it either returns “mips” or “mips64” to report the MIPS

Fig. 4. Overheads of using three popular apps on Samsung Galaxy S3 (802.11n), S4 and S5 (802.11ac). Three computation mechanisms are using
“cloud app” (annotated with C), “off-loaded” codes (annotated with O) and “SnapCode” (annotated with S). The speed-up factor is compared with
native execution.

TABLE 2
Energy/Time Cost of 5 Consecutive Uses of

Chrome App on New Device

Init. 1st use 2nd use 3rd use 4th use

SnapCode 1.30J/4.3s 0.03J/0.2s 0.03J/0.2s 0.03J/0.2s 0.04J/0.2s
Android ART 3.64J/23.9s 4.39J/23.8s 4.89J/25.9s 4.20J/27.2s 4.19J/26.3s
Thread offload 2.93J/13.0s 2.92J/12.8s 3.27J/12.7s 3.57J/13.7s 3.56J/13.8s
Method offload 4.22J/28.6s 4.98J/28.6s 3.95J/29.1s 4.67J/28.0s 4.73J/28.3s
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case. By doing these, we are able to correctly match machine
code with its compatible devices.

4 SNAPCODE DETAILED DESIGN

SnapCode benefits user with fast, clean and energy-saving
mobile app experience. In this section, we present our design
details within the scope of today’s available techniques.

4.1 Overview

Table 3 summarizes the perceived benefits contributed by
each feature of SnapCode at a high level. The quantitative
performance benefits—low latency, energy saving, and less
traffic flow— essentially arise as a result of running machine
code directly and leveraging CDN infrastructure. SnapCode
also has a set of qualitative features like no user data and
security for better experience.

In particular, Fig. 5 depicts SnapCode’s workflow which
works between userspace and OS kernel. Based on custom-
ized Android (Fig. 6) with SnapCode framework, e.g., par-
tially re-compiled AOSP project, it demands no super-user
(i.e., ROOT) privileges (Section 5). For a small number of
peers who generate and share machine code, app is loaded
from a source/server with original source codes and static
resources (e.g., icons) packed into an APK file. This operation
then invokes a native method (1) that interfaces with the
ART4 interpreter and then (2) a linking process is called for
(3) generating OAT file and further extracting machine
codes [33]. Note that, if machine codes were untrusted, a
WatchDog component would be invoked (4) for shielding
security. Moreover, (5) SnapCode migrates machine code
(static saved byART) to CDN server for comprehensive secu-
rity checks, thus (6) other devices can synchronize such exe-
cutable codes for direct uses. Once failed, (7) SnapCode turns
to a recovery step under configured limited times. Last, user
is able to cache the machine codes and static resource locally
for regular uses or clean them up without any user data left.
Either of the decision starts (8) garbage collection function.

Based on our design, the whole process of code sharing
from source to destination is enabled as shown in Fig. 7.
Implementing this workflow and sharing process requires
to address several challenges, including: a) machine code
extraction, b) OS binder for sharing executable codes in
streaming, c) secure shield for defending malicious attacks,

d) garbage mechanism for managing user data, and e) recov-
ering from failure. The remainder of this section presents
our detailed design.

4.2 Machine Code Extraction

Android runtime (ART) is the managed runtime used by
applications and some system services on OS. At install
time, ART compiles apps using the on-device dex2oat tool
that accepts DEX files as input and generates a compiled
app executable for the COTS device. As shown in Fig. 7,
ART uses ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation, which means
that, at installation, .DEX code is compiled to native code
(the executable codes) in OAT files.

Algorithm 1.Machine Code Extraction Algorithm

Input: App name.
Output: Executable codes
/* Get local runtime parameters in

compliation */

1: parameter getCompilingParameters();
/* Extract machines codes from OAT file */

2: File Oat getMachineCodeCache(app);
/* Offload to CDN via HTTPS/2 protocol */

3: HttpsSend(Oat, parameter, CDNserver);
/* Get machine codes with parameters */

4: return executable codes;

In modern Android, i.e., after Lollipop, the OAT files are
mapped to memory (and are thus page-able) directly. Thus,
through linking the image file contains pre-initialized clas-
ses and objects from the Android framework JARs, OAT

TABLE 3
Feature-Benefit Matrix for SnapCode: The @ Shows the Key
Features of SnapCode that Contribute to Each Perceived

Benefit While the • Conversely

Benefits

Features

Mach. (Section 4.2,
Section 4.3)

Shield
(Section 4.4)

CDN
(Section 5)

No user data @
Low latency @ • @
Energy saving @ •

Less data flow •

More secure • @
Fig. 5. Conceptual workflow of SnapCode.

Fig. 6. Customized ROM.
4. Andorid introduces ART instead of Dalvik VM since Lollipop

(5.0) [32]. Thus, we primarily design SnapCode to work with ART.
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files can call methods in Android framework or access pre-
initialized objects directly. In particular, Algorithm 1 illus-
trates the methodology of SnapCode whereby listening
such process, we delegate parameter passing to the frame-
work and then extract executable codes, i.e., machine codes,
from OAT files for achieving the code sharing intention.

4.3 OS Binder for Codes Sharing

As aforementioned, SnapCode shifts code sharing from the
application layer to the OS layer, where demands connec-
tion of upper apps and underlying hardware. To this end,
we design the OS binder component to synchronize
machine codes from CDN and incrementally delivers data
flow atop Rsync protocol. In practice, when sharing
machine codes from CDN (step (6) in Fig. 5), SnapCode
invokes an OS binder to patch objects, i.e., machine codes,
static resources and environmental parameters, to Android
DEX2OAT interfaces. The following pseudocode presents
the principle of our OS binder whenever calling for the
machine code execution.

class OSBinder extend Installer {

public void onInstallingApp(app) {

//Delegate parameter passing to SnapCode

Parameter parameter = get_Parameters();

File Oat = getOatTarget(parameters);

GetMachCode(Oat, parameters, “Rsync”);

//Bind DEX2OAT to run executable codes

_SnapCodeBinder();

}

}

Afterwards, any instruction set compatible devices, e.g.,
ARM- or Intel- based, can carry out the machine codes
directly via calling the _SnapCodeBinder(). Moreover,
to guarantee a secure OS binder, SnapCode uses ADBI
toolkit [34] to hook the functions of CallNonVir-

tual<Type>Method family. By doing this, all calls to these
functions are checked by SnapCode to block calls to an
hooked virtual-method if these calls do not come from Snap-
Code framework.

Update Process with Rsync. In our current implementation,
we synchronize each pair of versions with rsync protocol
for local cached machine codes. To this end, SnapCode
sends the “COPY” commands to the target in topologically
sorted order. Upon sending a COPY command, it deallocates

the corresponding repository along with its remaining
edges. After sending all COPY commands, SnapCode sends
“ADD” commands according to the add list, including the
ADD commands that correspond to deleted COPY com-
mands. If necessary, the target truncates the machine code
files to the new size and the machine code update synchro-
nization is complete.

4.4 Security Shield

Running the migrated machine code directly can raise con-
cerns about system security. To provide adequate protection
for users as well as keeping the efficiency, we take all poten-
tial vulnerabilities into consideration for the Watchdog mod-
ule design, including: (1) Untrusted server: an untrusted
server could take arbitrary action (e.g., altering and replacing)
on the migrated machine code; (2) Malicious clients: a mali-
cious client can upload altered/arbitrary machine code to the
server, which greatly harm other valid users. (3) Insecure
communication channel: machine code transmission over the
networks especially the wireless networks is highly vulnera-
ble to network security threats. (4) Untrusted third-party
applications: among billions of applications in the market,
many of them aremal-wares, which could cause system crash
or data leakage. Our framework leverages a whole set of
light-weight mechanisms to deal with these vulnerabilities.

First of all, a valid SnapCode server is authenticated by a
certificate, which is authorized by a trusted “certificate of
authority” and can be examined by any client.We assume the
authenticated server is trustworthy and will conduct the
legitimate operations faithfully. Each APK has its unique
digest which is recorded by the server. Then, we need to
make sure all clients execute valid SnapCode application, all
generated and uploaded machine codes are correct. To vali-
date a client, when a user installs the SnapCode client from
an authorized server, she will be provided a unique pair of
keys (a public key and a private key) associated to her account
and device identity using an highly efficient signature
scheme, e.g., HORS [35], [36]. Before uploading a piece of
machine code produced by a SnapCode client, a digest of this
code will also be generated and signed with the client’s pri-
vate key. Then the code as well as the signature will be
uploaded to an authorized server. The server maintains
detailed tables of valid users and applications, and exams the
uploaded signature first and then the digest of the machine
code to guarantee the validity of the client and correctness of
the machine code (i.e., the digest is consistent with those of
the same application from other valid users). A pair of digests
of an APK and its correct machine code is recorded by the
server. In this way, untrusted clients who have uploaded
incorrect machine codes can also be detected and tracked by
their private keys, and the incorrect codes and all subsequent
codes from untrusted clients will be abandoned. We adopt
the HTTPS/2 encryption protocol to ensure the integrity and
confidentiality of all the traffic of SnapCode, which is resis-
tant to eavesdropping, tampering and man-in-the-middle
attacks. Integrating encrypted communication with access
control mechanisms [37], [38], the user data uploaded to the
cloud can be protected from unauthorized parties. To further
improve the whole system security and user experience, we
employ the untrusted third-party application analysis meth-
ods as a building block of our system, such as DroidScope

Fig. 7. Machine code sharing.
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[39], TaintDroid [40], and FlowDroid [41], to identify and
label misbehaving applications. Since, the application analy-
sis could be burdensome, it will be executed on the server in
an asynchronized manner. For each version of each applica-
tion, the detection only need to be executed once for all. The
server will mark both digests of each APK and its machine
codewith the detection result.

For other common system security problems, e.g., DDOS
attack [42] and Chosen-ciphertext attack, SnapCode lever-
ages existing proper schemes to prevent them since they are
not the focus of this study.

4.5 Garbage Collection

The executable codes and static resources as described so far
will keep growing indefinitely. Intuitively, some of the
shared apps (in machine codes) will no longer be needed if a
user wants a clean experience and it can be removed. To
resolve this issue we design a garbage collectionmechanism.
It can be either manually triggered or automatically invoked
when a normal garbage collection has failed to free enough
memory and the ART is about to signal it is out of memory.

To conduct the garbage collection, as Fig. 8 demonstrates,
for a specific app, SnapCode marks every object reachable
locally for addressing, i.e., file path, then terminates all pro-
cesses of this app fromART. Once done, the app’s executable
codes and static resources would be moved to the Trash tem-
porally. Note that such design can benefit user of either OS
or user-related data free. In addition, objects in the Trash can
be recovered in case there is an accidental gesturing.We shall
emphasis that objects in Trash would be cleaned up auto-
matically if no further access during a period. On the other
hand, such objects can also be cached locally in SnapCode’s
own partition for regular uses until been removed as
aforementioned.

4.6 Failure Recovery

From the design of SnapCode, failure recovery comes almost
for free. To properly implement failure recovery, i.e., the cli-
ent can enter a state that it could recover from, every single
operation that can be executed must either be suspended for
all remote acknowledgements to arrive before removing any
machine codes (as data is buffered locally); or be killed
before a regular synchronization completes. To recover from
a failure the client needs only resume all threads locally and
reset themachine code synchronization.

Specifically, in the case of resuming data downloading
from CDN, for each synchronization the server is required to
send an acknowledgement of all thread stacks. In this way,
once connection lost, the server has the necessary stack infor-
mation to resume execution. Reversely, the client, however,
needs only to check whether the migrated machine codes

have been cached on the server. In addition, the detection of
server loss is as simple as the HTTPS/2 connection to the
server is closed or the server has not responded to a heartbeat
soon enough.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND DEPLOYMENT

This section presents our implementation of SnapCode
framework and highlights engineering solutions to address
practical challenges (e.g., avoiding Android ROOT permis-
sions and speeding up deployment with CDN).

Android Prototype Implementation. We have implemented
SnapCode prototype framework on the basis of Android
5.0+ with our customized ROM, which requires no further
super-user (i.e., ROOT) permission from users. Specifically,
in this paper, we explore SnapCode by running it over het-
erogeneous COTS Android devices, i.e., Samsung Galaxy S5
(LTE-A), S4 (i9500), S3 (i9300), LG Nexus 5 and Moto Nexus
6, HUAWEI Nexus 6P smartphones; Moto 360 watch and
HUAWEI smartwatch.

In Android ecosystems, e.g., Samsung, LG and HUA-
WEI, such OSes and underlying libraries are not fully
accessable without the privilege of ROOT, which, however,
often leads to vulnerable security or privacy issues. To
avoid such problem and protect the entire OS from mali-
cious attacks, by partially re-building the AOSP [18] codes,
we integrate SnapCode framework into the original ROM
(as aforementioned in Fig. 6), and employ such a ROM to
the experimental devices.

Since running SnapCode framework requires client to
synchronize machine codes from the CDN server, mean-
while it incurs additional traffic flow for loading input-to-
use static resource, e.g., images and audios, it raises critical
demand for a low and stable service latency. Considering
today’s commercial network and prior studies such as [3],
[4], we adopt the 802.11, e.g., b/g/n (2.4 GHz) or ac (5 GHz),
LTE and 3G communication techniques in our prototype, as
presented in Section 6.3.

Network Testbed Deployment. To demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of SnapCode within the scope of today’s available techni-
ques, we deployed a CDN-based testbed (Fig. 9) to carry out
the relevant experiments. The testbed was composed of
Amazon Inc’s cloud server (using AWS t2.micro case), self-
built CDN servers, campus WiFi and commercial cellular
network (FDD-LTE and HSPA+). Table 4 summarizes the
detailed configuration and link speed of our testbed. Specifi-
cally, there are two categories of cloud servers providing
SnapCode networked services, i.e., 1) AWS-based CDN
edge node for redirecting the service request, and 2) CDN
servers for caching extracted machine codes as well as

Fig. 8. Process of machine codes and static resource caching locally or
cleaning to the Trash.

Fig. 9. Android-based testbed for SnapCode framework.
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detecting malicious objects with the WatchDog component
we designed in Section 4.4. Moreover, we carry out experi-
ments with any mobile devices that generate and migrate
machine codes to the cloud, and then other devices share
the available codes via HTTPS/2 and Rsync protocols.

Power Meter Setup. As our goal is to benefit on-the-go
users with clean (no user data) and high efficiency experi-
ence but charge little cost, the energy consumption metric is
extremely significant. However, today’s mobile devices
often provide no way to obtain fine-grained energy meas-
urements of any apps [43]. Instead, they simply present
users a message like “how much battery (in %) is left”, which
is very coarse-grained and usually unreliable [44]. In this
paper, to precisely measure devices’ energy cost, we attach
a hardware power meter [45] to Samsung Galaxy S3, S4 and
S5 smartphones with hijacked batteries (Fig. 10) that pro-
vide the same performance as the normal battery to ensure
valid evaluations in our work. Note that this power meter
provides fine-grained measurements: it samples the current
drawn from the battery with a frequency of 5 KHz and a
mean error of less than 3 percent [43], [45].

6 EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of SnapCode and its
benefits. Specifically, to conduct comprehensively explora-
tion, we begin by breaking down the potential benefits
according to Section 4.1. The first class of qualitative but
subjective features are measured by user studies (Section
6.1), i.e., experience rating, whose results are need to be cou-
pled with on-the-go users. The second class of quantitative
and objective features stem from the ability to optimize
latency and overheads for app compilation, i.e., installation
or upgrade (Section 6.2) as well as regular use (Section 6.3),
measured by trace-driven experiments against benchmarks.

6.1 Case Study

We first investigate the qualitative benefits of SnapCode
with real-life uses.

Study Design and Instrument. To better understand how
machine codes sharing promotes users’ daily experience,
during August 10th to 17th 2016 and within the range of
our campus, we conducted a user study in which 40 volun-
teer participants (12 females and 28 males) were asked to
comprehensively experience (install/update and regular
use) the most popular 20 Android apps from Google Play
(Table 7) including Chrome, Uber, Maps and YouTube. Each
participant was invited to use those apps provided by Snap-
Code method and default method for at least 15 minutes
respectively. For this study, two Samsung Galaxy S5 LTE-A
smartphones had been flashed with the aforementioned
customized ROM (Section 5). The first S5 smartphone
loaded apps using SnapCode solution (without caching
codes), the other employed default Android app mecha-
nism (i.e., fetching from app market) as baseline. Both devi-
ces were connected to either 802.11n/ac campus WiFi or
LTE. We asked all participants to complete a survey after
using both two solutions. In all user trials, we capture each
of app response time, size of remaining files on the device,5

and battery life reduction to validate the effectiveness of
their evaluations. The survey contained a consent form, and
asked for the following information: basic demographic
information, their concerns for daily mobile app use, as well
as their monthly data budgets and daily WiFi uses condi-
tion, which is summarized in Table 5 to further validate the
commercial feasibility of SnapCode.

Specifically, participants were asked to rate their experi-
ence, given five rating levels, i.e., one (“Poor”), two (“Fair”),
three (“Good”), four (“Excellent”), and five (“Perfect”)
according to questions like: “I consider it has a faster response
(launch quickly) experience when I install/update/use apps?”, “I
consider it has fewer energy cost after a long time use?” and “I
think it won’t leave any user data on my smartphone?” etc. Fur-
thermore, we used these ratings to evaluate how SnapCode
benefits users with qualitative experience improvement.

Result and Analysis. Of the 40 participants, 18 are with
0.82/29.30 Mbps (802.11ac) uplink/downlink speed, 12 are
with 0.54/12.87 Mbps (802.11n), while the rest are with
0.35/9.40 Mbps (FDD-LTE). Based on our survey, the aver-
age cellular data budget per month is 1.36 GB while over 70
percent users would be WiFi available for at least 11.8 hours
everyday. Note that, in the heaviest use, people spend no
more than 5.6 hours on using mobile devices [46], which
indicates that SnapCode can significantly improve their
experience with little cellular flow cost in most cases. In
addition, our statistics (Table 6) show that all participants
voted for an excellent or perfect performance in speeding
up app with SnapCode. More than 87.5 and 92.3 percent
participants evaluated SnapCode to be excellent in saving

TABLE 4
Testbed Setup for Benchmark Evaluations

Local area network (LAN) Wide area network (WAN)

Access pattern Uplink/downlink Access pattern Uplink/downlink

802.11ac 0.82/29.30 MBps FDD-LTE 0.35/9.40 MBps
802.11bgn 0.54/12.87 MBps HSPA+ 0.08/2.08 MBps

AWS EC2 (t2.micro) configuration

1 vCPU, 2.5 GHz, Intel Xeon Family, 1 GiB Memory, 100 Mbps bandwidth

Fig. 10. The hardware power meter used for energy measurements with
Android smartphone.

TABLE 5
Information of Participants in Our Case Study

Access pattern Avg. usage/day Avg. data budget

WiFi 11.8 hours
1.36 GB/month

Cellular 6.3 hours

5. Participants are introduced to look at the storage usage of apps for
evaluating the local data usage.
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their battery life cost and good enough in achieving no data
remaining after uses, comparing to the default Android
approach, respectively.

In summary, our user study indicates that SnapCode can
benefit users with perceivable faster and cleaner experience
with little energy cost, which demonstrates the significance
of our system.

Public Deployment. We deployed SnapCode testbed with
smartphones and smartwatches publicly on Tsinghua and
CSU campuses. Around 500 participants used our system
and we have received many oral ranking from them where
more than four in five reviews are positive.

6.2 Macrobenchmarks

Our case study demonstrates that SnapCode’s machine
codes sharing solution can provide significant improvement
of use experience. In this section, we measure our Android
prototype in a trace-driven manner to quantify optimization
of latency, energy cost and throughput for app installation/
upgrade where compilation on SoC makes significant
sense [47]. For every single experiment, at least 100 tests are
conducted with persistent process. Furthermore, we con-
sider the state-of-the-art work as marcobenchmarks, and 20
most popular apps on Google Play (Table 7) are adopted as
input metrics. The benchmarks and our solution are enu-
merated as follows.

� Cloud app (CA) solution natively runs app from a
cloud store, which work as Chrome OS [48] and Goo-
gle web store [49].

� Process offload (PO) approach offloads app’s every
threads to a cloud VM (i.e., the thread code offload-
ing) to achieve the CloneCloud-like [3] effect.

� Execution offload (EO) approach offloads app’s every
method or class to achieve aCOMET-like [4] execution
migration (i.e., themethod/class code offloading).

� SnapCode (SC) solution uses SnapCode (i.e., the
machine code offloading) to run machine codes
directly and bypass any preliminary steps.

Speeding Up. We first measure the latency by using 4 pop-
ular apps as input metrics to the benchmarks on Samsung S5
LTE-A phone under 802.11ac environment. The geometric
mean results are shown in Fig. 11 and annotatedwith numer-
ical factors which indicate the relative latency improvement
(speed-up factors) compared to CA solution.We see a signifi-
cant speed-up powered by SnapCode for all four metrics.
Specifically, SnapCode averagely benefits users with more
than 24 s latency reduction in contrast to the cloud app solu-
tion. In addition, there appears a performance gap among
different metrics (apps) within a specific benchmark. For
instance, SnapCode can speed up Uber by a factor of 12.3x
while only 7.3x for Google Chrome. We reveal the measure-
ment results for 20 most popular apps in Table 7. By running
shared machine codes on smartphone, SnapCode can speed
up an app’s (around 110 MB) installation (or upgrade) with
an averaged factor of 9.90X, a peak factor of 13.98x and a val-
ley of 6.79x.6 Note that, the latencies when using SnapCode
are usually less than 5:1 s, while the same operations cost
users more than 59:2 s through CA solution. As benchmarks,
the PO approach provides users with only 2x speed-up,
while the EO approach increases the processing time when
using low precision computational apps, e.g., YouTube. The
result shows that SnapCode solution significantly outper-
forms existing solutions in efficiency. We shall further pres-
ent that, by using Rsync technique, SnapCode can bring
more than 120x speed-up for most apps’ regular use as dem-
onstrated in Table 2.

Energy Saving. As aforementioned, the major energy over-
heads in app trial lies in compiling source codes into
machine codes. To explore the energy saving by using Snap-
Code which avoids the compilation steps for optimization,
we employ above four apps as metrics again and observe
that more fine-grained computation would be significantly
more energy-consuming (Fig. 12). For instance, to install
Chrome, SnapCode costs user a balanced energy of 0:94 J,
which achieve 82 percent energy reduction of CA usage (as
baseline). Meanwhile, it climbs to 1:77 J (85 percent reduc-
tion of baseline) for installing Google Maps. Upon

TABLE 7
Traffic Flows (MB) and Speedup Factors of 24 Popular

Apps Powered by SnapCode

App Size Speedup App Size Speedup

WPS Office 111 13.98x Skype 64 9.86x
Uber 69 12.34x Wechat 103 9.52x
Instagram 35 11.76x Dropbox 62 9.11x
Tumblr 65 11.14x Maps 104 8.92x
Facebook 236 10.94x Pok�emon Go 72 8.90x
Twitter 75 10.77x Spotify Music 57 8.74x
YouTube 51 10.70x NBA Live 71 8.08x
Amazon 68 10.63x Snapchat 106 7.58x
WhatsApp 45 10.57x Chrome 74 7.37x
Gmail 35 10.26x Clash Royale 102 6.79x
Need for Speed 696 25.43x NBA 2K16 1890 10.56x
Final Fantasy 1815 17.09x FIFA 16 1123 16.97x

TABLE 6
Comparison between Mean Opinion Scores and Values of

SnapCode Against Phone-Alone Solution

Mean Opinion Score Speedup Energy saving Clean

1 (Poor) - - 3.85%
2 (Fair) - 10% 3.85%
3 (Good) - 2.5% 42.31%
4 (Excellent) 40% 52.5% 30.77%
5 (Perfect) 60% 35% 19.23%

Fig. 11. Comparison of latency with four most popular apps as the input.

6. Note that most apps’ traffic flow from Google Play for the compil-
ing process are less than 110 MB, as we explore on Table 9 in Section 7.
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comparison, the PO approach respectively consumes user an
energy of 2:8 J (48 percent reduction of baseline) and 3.4 J
(70 percent reduction of baseline) due to its additional com-
pilation. EO approach is even more energy-consuming as it
costs 5:5 J and 13:3 J (4 and 16 percent increase than baseline)
on Samsung S5 LTE-A smartphone. The result demonstrates
that our work achieve significant energy cost reduction.
Moreover, with better hardware (SoC and link speed) sup-
port, SnapCode can further reduce over 80 percent energy
cost and achieve a greater speed-up factor for app installa-
tion, which has been illustrated in Fig. 4 compared to the
performance of Samsung S3 and S4 smartphones. By com-
pressing static resources such as icons, the performance of
SnapCode can still be improved.

Throughput Requirement. We thenmeasure the adaptability
of SnapCode to dynamic channel conditions by installing
and using Chrome app under 802.11ac environment. For
app’s compilation, Fig. 13measures that the peak throughput
of SnapCode reaches 28.5 Mbps. In most cases, SnapCode
consumes 22.1 Mbps on average. For comparison, CA (EO,
PO) requires a balanced throughput of 21.6Mbps (16.6Mbps,
22.3 Mbps). During compilation, SnapCode consumes more
traffic flow than CA, while EO requires fewest traffic. This is
because SnapCode loads additional static resources than CA.
In contrast, EO only offloads the computation data to cloud
and holds on to execution with additional time consumption.
However, for regular uses, SnapCode demands far less
throughput than other approaches as shown in Fig. 14, where
the throughput cost of SnapCode reduces dramatically since
the second use of app.

6.3 Mircobenchmarks

The above evaluations demonstrate the superior perfor-
mance of SnapCode on new devices. This section looks at
mircobenchmarks that conduct user actions of sharing
machine codes. Specifically, we measure how SnapCode

performs with comparing to default Android ART mecha-
nism, i.e., using reusable objects.

How Much Energy Needs to be Cost?. We expect to benefit
the efficiency of energy if users would like to share (down-
load and cache) machine codes and then use it with their
mobile devices. Specifically, we measure the energy cost of
each downloading operation (by averaging at least 100 stan-
dard usages) in according to different data sizes.7 Fig. 15
shows the negligible energy consumption for machine code
downloading from 1 MB traffic flow to 230 MB at varying
intervals under 4 network conditions. We observe that, tak-
ing the 802.11ac and FDD-LTE cases for instance, SnapCode
effectively consumes 29 mJ (7� 10�7% battery life) and
43 mJ (1� 10�6% battery life) for each machine code shar-
ing, and the energy cost variation are all less than 6:2 mJ.
Comparing to the default Android ART mechanism (com-
piling reusable objects), our solution can benefit more than
90 percent energy saving in all scenarios, which indicates
the significant benefits from SnapCode.

What are the Implications with SnapCode?. As SnapCode
runs machine codes directly rather than compiling the reus-
able objects before use, it can dramatically reduce apps’
launching time. To shape the exactly implications of Snap-
Code, we measure the launching time of 20 most popular
apps. Fig. 16 depicts the cumulative probability distribution
(CDF) of launching time for app uses on S5 LTE-A smart-
phone. We find that SnapCode with 802.11ac access achieves
the best performance (180ms on average) in responding to
user request. In the 802.11bgn and FDD-LTE cases, both
launching time are 185ms on average, which almost tie to the
best case. In the HSPA+ case, the cost is 255ms on average.
Considering real-life experiences [50] and our experimental
results in Table 2, we summarize that SnapCode achieves
good efficiency and provides user as well experience as
default Android ART (0.1 s).

7 DISCUSSIONS

This section discusses the practical issues and ongoing work
of our current implementation. Broadly, there comes out to
more data flow demands of security shield penalty.

Security Shield Penalty and Improvement. Security shield
defends users against untrusted parties in insecure environ-
ments. To minimize the penalty, our design keeps security
shield light-weighted and outsources the burdensome work
to the powerful server. The server is responsible for client
validation, personal data management, uploaded code cor-
rectness verification and untrusted application analysis. For

Fig. 12. Comparison of energy cost with four most popular apps as the
input baseline.

Fig. 13. Throughput meter to Chrome compilation.

Fig. 14. Traffic flow of the first 5 uses of Chrome.

7. Note that for a specific traffic flow, there might be multiple apps.
E.g., both Dropbox and AntiVirus are 61.7 MB as shown in Table 9 in
Section 7.
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each version of every single app, the analysis only need to
be executed once for all and more advanced schemes can be
adopted with the development of machine code analysis
techniques. All these computation is carried out before app
usage, thus will not affect the user experience. To measure
the perceptible experience penalty caused by authentication
and encryption, we evaluate the energy cost and latency
with enabling secure function. As Fig. 17 shows, SnapCode
consumes diverse energy costs under different networking
conditions (802.11ac, 802.11bgn, FDD-LTE and HSPA+),
while the extra cost for security protection is only about 10
percent. The latency penalty is below 0.6 s in all cases, as
presented in Fig. 18. Both figures show that, introducing
security shield provides users a more trustworthy system
with only a small price, which still keeps SnapCode far
more energy-saving and efficient than traditional methods.
Note that, all security methods, e.g., encrypted communica-
tion, access control and untrusted app analysis, are adopted
as building blocks of our design, and can be replaced by
more advanced methods as the development of system
security study.

Ethics. Throughout this project, we took the utmost care
to protect users and their sensitive data. Users have total
freedom to choose to install SnapCode. Specifically, our
users explicitly opt-in to data collection. The opt-in screen
clearly informs users what data will be collected, and users
are free to opt-out at any time in the settings (or by uninstal-
ling). Furthermore, the dataset used in our experiments was

securely stored on the cloud servers, and at no time did
user data leave our system.

RTT Responsiveness from Sink to Source. As Fig. 16 has dem-
onstrated that higher network RTT can impact SnapCode
efficiency tremendously. We carry out RTT measurements
and summarize the results in Table 8. In practice, many of
the apps used in our experiments, e.g., Facebook, Google,
etc., would have access issues in China. To avoid such issues
and ensure that any perceived gains are from SnapCode, we
employ to use socks5 proxy to moving the data from content
provider (i.e., the source) to us (i.e., the sink). Specifically, we
deploy our proxy server (i.e., the transport) our test server in
Tokyo, Japan. We find that the RTT value from the transport
to the source is about 1.35 ms, which is very negligible. Fur-
thermore, the total RTT from the sink to the source are all
less than 190ms under any network environments, which
can bring efficient and practical quality of service for most of
mobile users [51].

Performance Analysis of SnapCodeon Smartwatches. To
understand latency benefits of SnapCode on smartwatches,
we conduct performance analysis on the client side with
four popular, diverse user apps: Chrome, YouTube, Uber
and Maps. In each case, we keep the app for five minutes
use with and without SnapCode enabled while connected
to a WiFi network.

For latency test in SnapCode, Figs. 19 and 20 directly
record the service latency for evaluating each test. Note that
either Moto 360 or HUAWEI watch supports 802.11b/g

Fig. 15. Energy meter to different traffic flow increase as the input baseline for measurement.

Fig. 16. Execution time (CDF) of 20 popular apps.

Fig. 17. Energy cost with enabling secure function and cloud approach.

Fig. 18. Latency with enabling secure function and cloud approach.

TABLE 8
RTT Responsiveness from Sink (Local Device) to Transport

(VPN Server) to Source (Google Play Server)

Access pattern 802.11ac 802.11bgn FDD-LTE HSPA+

Sink to transport 87 ms 99 ms 145 ms 182 ms
Transport to source 1.35 ms 1.35 ms 1.35 ms 1.35 ms

Sink to source 89 ms 101 ms 147 ms 184 ms
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only, which can yield up to 54 Mbps downlink bandwidth
in theory [52]. In practice, we get the machine codes from
our deployed testbed (Section 5). For the four apps, we see
more powerful SoC (HUAWEI watch) and network condi-
tion (802.11g) benefits user fewer latency. Specifically, it
comes out to 8.6X speed-up factor when in using Maps on
HUAWEI smartwatch, which, in fact, reduce user around
200 seconds in regular use. It again demonstrates the effec-
tiveness and significance of SnapCode design.

Performance Analysis of SnapCodewith Mobile VR. We also
investigate how SnapCode benefit mobile VR apps in
Fig. 21. By comparing Samsung devices (Gear VR) and Goo-
gle devices (Google Cardboard VR), we observe that Snap-
Code speeds up user significantly with average 6.4X factor.

In detail, we plot the distribution of all the latency reduc-
tion ratios across network condition. We observe that, in
original method, Gear VR has a faster performance than

Google VR, which reaches around 8 s. In comparison, Snap-
Code provides user no significant differences wherever run-
ning on any devices. We highlight the stable performance of
SnapCode and will extend it to work with either more OS,
e.g., iOS, or wireless devices, e.g., smart-home.

How Many Data Needs to be Transferred When Using Snap-
Code?. We also explore SnapCode’s data flow consumption
for installing/updating the most popular 100 apps on Goo-
gle Play. Specifically, Table 9 summarizes their information
which ordered by greatest popular reduction. We observe,
when linked native libraries and static resources, the data
flow can be larger than install package, i.e., APK file. For
instance, the APK file of Fackbook is 99MB, while it reaches
235:9MB in using SnapCode. Thus, we treat SnapCode as
achieving the promised benefits at a cost of more data flow.
Nevertheless, it is acceptable in WiFi environment or user
has sufficient data budget.

8 RELATED WORK

SnapCode is built upon previous research done in Mobile
cloud computing, Optimization by code offloading and
Android optimization.

Mobile Cloud Computing. The term of mobile cloud comput-
ing was first introduced around a decade ago. It has been
attracting the attentions of mobile users as a new technology
to achieve rich experience of a variety of mobile services at
very low cost, and of researchers as a promising solution [53].
Aepona Inc. describesmobile cloud computing as a new par-
adigm for mobile applications whereby the data processing
and storage are moved from the mobile device to powerful

Fig. 19. Speed-ups to different apps on Moto 360 watch.

Fig. 20. Speed-ups to different apps on HUAWEI watch.

Fig. 21. Speed-ups to different VR apps on smartphones.

TABLE 9
Machine Code Sizes (MB) of Top-50 Apps on Google Play, Ordered by Greatest Popular Reduction

App Size App Size App Size App Size

Facebook 235.9 Chrome Browser 73.6 YouTube 50.6 Messenger 128.2
Google Play services 126.9 Google 85.8 WhatsApp 44.8 Instagram 34.9
Snapchat 106.3 Gmail 35.2 Pok�emon GO 71.9 Clean Master 48.5
Maps 104.2 360 Security 39.3 Yahoo Mail 41.9 Pandora Radio 45
Kik 66.2 Verizon Messages 88 Twitter 74.8 GO SMS Pro 48.2
AntiVirus 61.7 Uber 68.7 HTC Gallery 75.6 Clash of Clans 75.2
Spotify Music 56.8 imo 16.84 Google+ 61.2 Viber 66.6
metroZONE 18.62 DU Battery Saver 23.23 Nova Launcher 15.11 DU Speed 32.4
Netflix 30.6 Pinterest 55.2 GO Speed 21.41 Power Battery 11.36
Clock 11.64 Google Photos 56.1 Power Clean 10.86 Amazon 67.6
CallApp & Block 62.3 LINE 88.9 NBA Live Mobile 71 Firefox 51.5
Skype 63.8 Tumblr 64.8 Clash Royale 102.3 Microsoft Outlook 44.9
Dropbox 61.7 WPS Office 111.1 Calculator 1.01 Temple Run 28.24
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and centralized computing platforms located in clouds [54].
In addition, mobile cloud computing now has been defined
as a combination of mobile web [55] and cloud comput-
ing [56], which is the most popular tool for mobile users to
access applications and services on the Internet. Motivated
by this insights, we design a cloud compilation mechanism
for SnapCode.

Optimization by Code Offloading. A significant amount
of related work has gone into optimizing mobile systems
that combine the computation efforts of either multiple
machines or devices. The biggest category of such works
are those that use code offloading to improve the system
performance. Specifically, how to overcome the resource
constraints of mobile devices by partitioning programs
between a device and more powerful server infrastructure
is challenging. Chroma [57] provides programmers to
specify program partitions and conditions under which to
adopt those partitions, while MAUI [43], CloneCloud [3]
and EECOF [58] leverage features of managed-language
runtimes to automatically partition a program. Inspired
by such studies, SnapCode looks forward a machine code
sharing mechanism for further improving on-the-go
mobile user’s experience.

Android Optimization. Prior researches in the field of
mobile phone-alone energy optimization such as backlight
brightness adjustment [59]. The past six years have wit-
nessed significant activity in optimizing Android OS, and
several tools have been developed to help application devel-
opers test their designs for energy efficiency such as Power-
Tutor [44], MobiPerf [60] and Mobilyzer [61] etc. Several
optimizations, e.g., [39], [62], [63], have been proposed at
the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) level, which is the soft-
ware responsible for the execution, management and secu-
rity of apps in the Android platform. Close to our work,
Smali [64] and Androguard [65] are designed to reverse
engineer Dalvik bytecodes. However, there is yet no work
before SnapCode that makes mobile devices focuses on
machine code sharing which bypasses the compilation for a
further optimization.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed SnapCode, a framework
aimed at running mobile app with machine code sharing
from peers transparently. We introduced a machine code
generation technique and OS binder operation to run our
system within the scope of today’s available techniques.
This makes all generated code offloadable and allows multi-
ple mobile devices to use directly. We demonstrated this
system on 20 real apps on Google Play and showed an aver-
age speed-up of 9.90x. In regular uses, we were able to reach
as much as 120x speed-up on average. To broaden the
impact of our work, we have made the SnapCode testbed
available on two universities.

SnapCode promises a new paradigm which significantly
change the way we use apps in the future. In our design,
proper light-weight mechanisms are also adopted to enforce
security. Moving forward, facing potential emerging threats
to shared machine code, the most promising line of work is
in improving the secure shield (WatchDog) in the cloud
server.
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